Battery for 2015 dodge dart

Need more info about Dodge Dart batteries? Sadly, your Dodge Dart won't last forever. Neither
will its battery. On average, auto batteries last anywhere from three to five years. You want to
replace your Dodge Dart battery before it fails and leaves you stranded. Pay attention to clues
that your battery is on its way out. A slow engine crank, an illuminated check engine light or
battery signal, swollen battery case, corroded battery terminals, or faded headlights can all be
signs that your battery is on its last leg. Our equipment can see how much charge is left in your
battery. Visit us for a complimentary battery check and, if necessary, a battery replacement to
help keep your Dodge Dart running! Automotive batteries are just one of our many areas of
expertise. Get help choosing the battery size that fits your car perfectly, and schedule a fast car
battery replacement at your earliest convenience. Your Dodge Dart deserves the best, which is
why we only carry top-of-the-line replacement parts and batteries. Interstate has been an
battery-industry leader for durability, power, and technology. Pop the hood of any Dodge Dart
and you may find a trusty Interstate Battery. Their entire line of powerful offerings can be found
in boom lifts, commercial trucks, UTVs, and boats! You need a car battery that's just as
dependable as your Dodge Dart. Have you recently had a fresh battery installed in your Dodge
Dart? Now, help it last longer and stay charged by caring for it from the get-go. Get answers to
common car battery questions, from Firestone Complete Auto Care. If you have battery
questions that are Dodge Dart-specific, visit your nearest store. Our expert techs have the
answers you need. Schedule an Appointment. A battery that won't hold a charge is almost as
good as dead. The battery may be too old. Or, you may have been leaving your car doors ajar
and the dome lights on during the night. What do you do with my old Dart battery? How much
do Dodge Dart batteries cost? You can find affordable Dart batteries by using one of our car
battery coupons, when available. The best part is, every Interstate Battery has both a
maintenance-free performance warranty and a limited-time free replacement. Shop Batteries.
Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above shows you how to replace the battery
in your Dodge Dart. We recommend changing the battery in Dodges every 4 years. Although
some batteries last much longer, most batteries begin breaking down chemically after four
years, so you could experience dimmer headlights and other negative effects before you have a
dead battery in your Dart that you need to replace. Replacing the battery in your Dart involves
removing the terminals. When you reconnect the terminals, your radio presets are likely to be
cleared out. In some Darts, you may need to re-enter a security code to get your radio to work
again. Check for this code in your owners manual - it will usually be either a sticker or small
card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call Dodge and they will give you the code for free. In
many Dodges, the transmission "learns" how you drive over time and makes adjustments, so
you may experience altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your driving style after
changing the battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of
cars on the road. Leaking coolant is usually a sign that your water pump needs to be replaced.
This video shows you how to quickly plug it. Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Plug
minor coolant leaks. Learn how to jack up your car. A few key tips will make jacking up your car
much safer. Change your cabin air filter! Dirty cabin air filter cause undue wear on your car's
heater and AC and can cause bad odors. Checking the windshield washer fluid. There's no
reason to check the washer fluid level without adding some - see how to do it here! See all
videos for the Dodge Dart. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything There are other situations as well. There are also specific battery post cleaners that
you can buy. They are usually less than 10 bucks at the local parts store or Wal-Mart. You can
take it up to the local parts store and have it tested. Most parts stores can test an alternator for
you. If it is you should see the battery or alternator light on, it indicates that the alternator is not
creating the necessary voltage to charge the battery. It could be a bad battery, or more likely a
bad battery cable too. Good luck running down what is causing your battery to drain in your
Dodge Dart. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment
below. If this is the case, the first thing that you are going to want to look at is all of the lights. If
your Dart is equipped with a glove compartment light, check and see if it is turning off. Maybe
one of the map lights is on? How about all of the accessory plugs? Is something plugged into
one of them and drawing power? Any aftermarket accessories? If not, it may be that there is an
electrical problem. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore

more. Add your complaint? Get free help with your lemon! Add Complaint. Touchscreen
becomes unresponsive making it dangerous to drive, especially due to automatic seat and
steering wheel warmers that cannot be disabled as a result. Had this Dodge Dart for 1 week. The
airbag light came on and would not go off. The light came on when the car was stationary after
sitting for a day. This is clearly a safety risk for myself and the car. The contact owns a Dodge
Dart. The contact stated that while operating the vehicle, the rear signal lights and brake lights
failed to illuminate. Additionally, the trunk lid would not open. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic who diagnosed that the failure was due to a faulty wiring harness. The
wiring harness was replaced and the failure was remedied. The manufacturer and local dealer
brewbaker Dodge, Chrysler and Jeep located at eastern blvd, montgomery, al , were notified of
the failure. The failure mileage was , My check engine light is on. I had it checked it's not
reading anything. My right turn signal light keep going out. I have paid Firestone in East chase
in montgomery al to replace the socket and I have had the bulb changed out at least 3 times. My
trunk started out opening by it self. I had the battery replaced in the remote. Now the trunk will
not open at all. The reverse lights are out. I replaced the bulbs. Still won't work, the trunk light is
out. Now the car has started to beep beep like I have locked or unlocked the door when I have
not touched it. I have to replace my battery every 3 months. Something is wrong. I have paid
money at brewbaker and Firestone in montgomery al. I still have the same problem. When I start
the car up. The car beeps beeps when it is parked and the doors locked. In the middle of driving
or takeing a slight curve, car will shut off. Red text is shown on the display of the info screen in
side dash but cant see it due too car resetting. The radio screen goes black and the climate
controls do not function as it is controlled together. This means I cannot operate the front or
rear defrost which can lead to visibility issues and a potentially dangerous situation when
driving. I have been experiencing pretty much every recall that is on the list number one it
started with my car check engine light coming on. And the codes that kept on coming up or for
the plugs and coils. I would replace them and they would just go bad again in like a week it is
causing my car to do what seems like it's misfiring. My tire light is stuck on when the tires are
fine. The speed control stops working on and off. When I steer there's a loud clicking noise.
Whenever I try to shift here lately sometimes it won't go into gear. When I turn on the ac it will
cause the car to misfire and the only way to make it stop is to turn off the ac and restart the car
sometimes three to four times before it stops messing up. The car is also sporadically not going
in gear when I am on the highway making me worry that me and my five kids are in danger due
to someone raikkonen to me because my car will not go up to speed and will not shift into the
right gear and misfires and will not go over like 30 miles per hour and putz. I replace parts and it
seems to work well for a week or two but my car is not on the recall list they say that every
single thing that is on the recall list is happening to my car. I don't know what to do about all of
this I honestly you just think that Dart needs to take the car back.. This car has been nothing but
trouble after the first year of driving it. On two separate occasions two weeks apart my car lost
complete power. I work on a highway where there are about eight different truck stops who all
service and provide fuel for eighteen wheelers I could have been killed. The car will not shut off,
I'm not a mechanic I dont know what the problem is I am wasting money trying to fix this
problem it's been like this for over a year now this should be a recall as well as my oil goes
away really fast I have to get an oil change sooner than most even using the good synthetic oils
from the dealerships. Again the same problem, battery light still on. I installed a new battery and
alternator. Called Dodge and they don't know what the problem is. No warranty. So runs till the
battery is drained. And I'm stranded. Help please. My battery light came on going to work, left
work battery light was out. Next day going thur a drive thur to get food battery light comes on
again and car starts running rough like it wanted to stall out. Left to go home. Car would not run
faster then 15mpg the whole way back. The driver's dashboard was going haywire and
everything was flashing on my dashboard and no power steering at all. Got home car won't
start. Took battery to have it checked and recharged. Went back to normal. One week later
battery light back on again. Left work again light went out again. Luckily I wasn't on the highway
without power steering could've been hazardous and maybe deadly. Don't know what to do. I
bought this car not even a year ago and it has been shaking ever since the cv axels got play in
them cause the car to shake and they wore down very fast and cause my rotors to go out and
my front tires to go bald - Minersville, UT, USA. While my vehicle was in motion, it completely
died while in the middle of an intersection and had a very difficult time getting it started again.
The contact stated that while stopped at a traffic light the vehicle stalled without warning. The
contact was able to restart the vehicle. The vehicle was not taken to be diagnosed nor repaired.
Nyle maxwell Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram of austin located at ranch rd N, austin, tx , , was
contacted and refused to perform a diagnostic test on the vehicle. The vehicle was not repaired.
The manufacturer was not contacted or informed of the failure. The approximate failure mileage

was 60, The VIN was not available. My car switches gears while the car is in motion. It also takes
a long time for the key to be released from the ignition when the car is in park. A glitch in the
electrical system causes my lights to go dim or completely turn off while I am driving. I turned
my car off and walked into work and while I was gone and my car was off it caught on fire in the
battery compartment and is now totaled. While driving with the cruise control on the car will
jerk, the cruise control will turn off and the dash will light up saying electric brake service, I
have a video of the panel if needed, also the car will not always start when the clutch is
depressed, traction control also lights up for no reason, this has been ongoing since Oct, 3 Mansfield, LA, USA. The fuel level sender has stopped working. It affects the miles to empty, the
fuel gauge, also the gas tank light is on. It is very expensive to diagnose and fix. Estimate does
not include taxes and fees. The car is using oil and will completely die while driving. When it
becomes empty if I come to a stop it will completely die and I lose all power steering and the car
struggles to turn back on. Dodge is aware of this issue on so many Darts and nothing is being
fixed. This engine needs to be recalled! This has happened since the very beginning that I had
the car. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not
us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Touchscreen becomes unresponsive making it dangerous to
drive, especially due to automatic seat and steering wheel warmers that cannot be disabled as a
result. Had this Dodge Dart for 1 week. The airbag light came on and would not go off. The light
came on when the car was stationary after sitting for a day. This is clearly a safety risk for
myself and the car. My check engine light is on. I had it checked it's not reading anything. My
right turn signal light keep going out. I have paid Firestone in East chase in montgomery al to
replace the socket and I have had the bulb changed out at least 3 times. My trunk started out
opening by it self. I had the battery replaced in the remote. Now the trunk will not open at all.
The reverse lights are out. I replaced the bulbs. Still won't work, the trunk light is out. Now the
car has started to beep beep like I have locked or unlocked the door when I have not touched it.
I have to replace my battery every 3 months. Something is wrong. I have paid money at
brewbaker and Firestone in montgomery al. I still have the same problem. When I start the car
up. The car beeps beeps when it is parked and the doors locked. Search CarComplaints. In the
middle of driving or takeing a slight curve, car will shut off. Red text is shown on the display of
the info screen in side dash but cant see it due too car resetting. I have been experiencing
pretty much every recall that is on the list number one it started with my car check engine light
coming on. And the codes that kept on coming up or for the plugs and coils. I would replace
them and they would just go bad again in like a week it is causing my car to do what seems like
it's misfiring. My tire light is stuck on when the tires are fine. The speed control stops working
on and off. When I steer there's a loud clicking noise. Whenever I try to shift here lately
sometimes it won't go into gear. When I turn on the ac it will cause the car to misfire and the
only way to make it stop is to turn off the ac and restart the car sometimes three to four times
before it stops messing up. The car is also sporadically not going in gear when I am on the
highway making me worry that me and my five kids are in danger due to someone raikkonen to
me because my car will not go up to speed and will not shift into the right gear and misfires and
will not go over like 30 miles per hour and putz. I replace parts and it seems to work well for a
week or two but my car is not on the recall list they say that every single thing that is on the
recall list is happening to my car. I don't know what to do about all of this I honestly you just
think that Dart needs to take the car back.. This car has been nothing but trouble after the first
year of driving it. On two separate occasions two weeks apart my car lost complete power. I
work on a highway where there are about eight different truck stops who all service and provide
fuel for eighteen wheelers I could have been killed. The car will not shut off, I'm not a mechanic I
dont know what the problem is I am wasting money trying to fix this problem it's been like this
for over a year now this should be a recall as well as my oil goes away really fast I have to get
an oil change sooner than most even using the good synthetic oils from the dealerships. My
battery light came on going to work, left work battery light was out. Next day going thur a drive
thur to get food battery light comes on again and car starts running rough like it wanted to stall
out. Left to go home. Car would not run faster then 15mpg the whole way back. The driver's
dashboard was going haywire and everything was flashing on my dashboard and no power
steering at all. Got home car won't start. Took battery to have it checked and recharged. Went
back to normal. One week later battery light back on again. Left work again light went out again.
Luckily I wasn't on the highway without power steering could've been hazardous and maybe
deadly. Don't know what to do. No warranty. I bought this car not even a year ago and it has
been shaking ever since the cv axels got play in them cause the car to shake and they wore
down very fast and cause my rotors to go out and my front tires to go bald - Minersville, UT,

USA. While my vehicle was in motion, it completely died while in the middle of an intersection
and had a very difficult time getting it started again. The contact owns a Dodge Dart. The
contact stated that while stopped at a traffic light the vehicle stalled without warning. The
contact was able to restart the vehicle. The vehicle was not taken to be diagnosed nor repaired.
Nyle maxwell Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram of austin located at ranch rd N, austin, tx , , was
contacted and refused to perform a diagnostic test on the vehicle. The vehicle was not repaired.
The manufacturer was not contacted or informed of the failure. The approximate failure mileage
was 60, The VIN was not available. My car switches gears while the car is in motion. It also takes
a long time for the key to be released from the ignition when the car is in park. A glitch in the
electrical system causes my lights to go dim or completely turn off while I am driving. I turned
my car off and walked into work and while I was gone and my car was off it caught on fire in the
battery compartment and is now totaled. While driving with the cruise control on the car will
jerk, the cruise control will turn off and the dash will light up saying electric brake service, I
have a video of the panel if needed, also the car will not always start when the clutch is
depressed, traction control also lights up for no reason, this has been ongoing since Oct, 3 Mansfield, LA, USA. The fuel level sender has stopped working. It affects the miles to empty, the
fuel gauge, also the gas tank light is on. It is very expensive to diagnose and fix. Estimate does
not include taxes and fees. The car is using oil and will completely die while driving. When it
becomes empty if I come to a stop it will completely die and I lose all power steering and the car
struggles to turn back on. Dodge is aware of this issue on so many Darts and nothing is being
fixed. This engine needs to be recalled! This has happened since the very beginning that I had
the car. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: Ambient Temp Sensor. Antenna Adapter. Antenna Cable. Antenna Mast.
Back Up Light. Back Up Light Bulb. Back Up Light Switch. Back Up Light Switch Connector.
Bulb Socket. Cigarette Lighter. Courtesy Light Bulb. Dome Light Bulb. Door Lock Actuator. Door
Lock Actuator Connector. Door Lock Actuator Motor. Door Remote Mirror Switch. Fog Light.
Fog Light Bulb. Fog Light Cover. Fog Light Set. Fog Light Switch. Glove Box Light Bulb.
Headlight Assembly. Headlight Assembly Set. Headlight Bulb. Headlight Connector. Headlight
Frame. Headlight Lens Housing. Headlight Switch. Humidity Sensor. Interior Dome Light.
Interior Door Light Bulb. License Light Bulb. License Plate Light. License Plate Light Lens Set.
Longitudinal Acceleration Sensor. Map Light Bulb. Oil Pressure Sender. Oil Pressure Switch
Connector. Parking Aid Sensor. Parking Aid Sensor Set. Parking Distance Sensor. Parking Light
Bulb. Power Seat Switch. Push To Start Switch. Radio Antenna Mast. Radio Module Interface.
Radio Wire Harness. Reading Light Bulb. Seat Switch. Side Marker Light Bulb. Speaker Box.
Speaker Connector. Speaker Set. Stability Control Steering Angle Sensor. Stop Light Switch.
Tail Light Assembly. Tail Light Assembly Set. Tail Light Bulb. Trailer Tow Harness. Trunk Lid
Release Switch. Turn Signal Light Bulb. Washer Fluid Level Sensor Connector. Washer Hose.
Washer Pump. Washer Reservoir. Windshield Washer Tank. Windshield Wiper Motor. Wiper
Blade. Wiper Blade Insert. Wiper Blade Set. Air Intake. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control.
Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection.
Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. Shop By Vehicle. Exide Battery. Click to Enlarge. Core Price [?
Marathon Max's lasting energy protects against battery failure, helping vehicle batteries stay
strong and perform like new longer. Advanced grid technology paired with glass mat separators
retains initial capacity for lasting energy for vehicle safety and entertainment features along
with start-stop technology. Bosch Battery. Bosch SB Battery. Battery may be oriented on side
inverted not recommended ; also for passenger compa
honda big bear 400
1994 lexus es
acura tl transmission removal
rtment use. Fullriver Battery. Show More Show Less. AC Delco Battery. Motorcraft Battery.
Features: Motorcraft battery products cover a variety of automotive, marine, commercial, farm
and industrial specialty applications. Products are available for GM, Chrysler and a number of
import vehicles as well. Microprocessor-controlled intercell weld helps ensure longer battery
life. Heat-sealed polypropylene cover and container helps prevent leaks with a strong,
impact-resistant material. Positive grid is optimized for conductivity and is fully framed for
excellent growth and short resistance. Grid alloy helps increase cycle life, improve performance
and reduce water consumption. Envelope separators help protect plates and reduce shorts.
Rounded corners on expanded metal negative grids help eliminate separator shorts. Negative
paste formulation resists flaking to improve overall performance and increase life. Verify Battery
Size in Vehicle. Deka Battery. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Dodge Dart.

